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Abstract. Authors describe preliminary results and some new plans in the de-
velopment project of the new social service in Kosice city in East Slovakia. On 
20 users group of Kosice citizens it is shown how applied research has been 
translated into practical innovation of regional social service based on ICT 
technology. Results were obtained in frame of the International European 
project MonAMI – Mainstreaming on Ambient Intelligence, supported by the 6-
th framework program of the European Commission. It shows how ambient 
technology platform MonAMI and related ICT services were adapted into so-
ciety in a city and rural area too in Slovakia. MonAMI is European project fo-
cusing on ambient assisted living concept to increase autonomy, enhance ICT 
services for monitoring purposes for carers and support safety of vulnerable 
people living alone. Current plans for further development and implementation 
in praxis in cooperation with the SME are described. 

Keywords: seniors, ambient assistive living, sensor networks, open architec-
ture, tele-health. 

1 Introduction 

The main goal of the MonAMI project was to develop a technological platform based 
on mainstream technologies and services [1]. The developed social services were 
focused on the scenarios for the Ambient Assisted Living of seniors and/or persons 
with disabilities [2]. MonAMI technology platform hasthree levels architecture, and it 
consists of sensors, logical and external services and interfaces [3]. The main inter-
connecting abstraction of the system is a set of interfaces OSGi4AMI currently ac-
cessible as an open source project [4]. They define precisely functions and operations 
of all devices, actuators on various platforms as well as services – OSGi components 
[5]. Therefore new devices, either wired or wireless, may be easily added to the sys-
tem. Central component of the installation in household is a Residential Gateway 
(RG), where 1-Wire and ZigBee sensors or actuators are connected. The front-end of 
RG can be represented by a touch screen computer, or any mobile technology as 
smart phone, tablet or a TV [9]. 
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MonAMI system is build from three pre-defined packages. The first package is de-
voted to monitoring of temperature, luminance, connected electrical appliances, etc. 
The second package is a remote control of various actuators/switchers to activate a 
motorized device or any electrical appliance, which run automatically activating when 
a situation is recognized by the control system or when a person gives an appropriate 
command. The third package is about sending messages and warnings for notification 
of risky situations, related to household or personal senior’s situations (gas - smoke 
detection, social alarm, and presence on risky place in an inappropriate time). 

2 Development of Socialict Services for Seniors in Slovakia 

Situation in Slovakia can be described by the following main features. 

1. Legislation support of the social services using communication technology in 
Slovakia is defined in the law since 2008 in act “Social law” Nb. 448/2008. 
It defines two types of social services that use a communication technology: 

a. Monitoring and signalization of help needed. This social service is 
supplied to a physical person who has a risky health status to pre-
vent or eventually solve an emergency situation.It is provided for 
24-hours as a distance, voice, written (SMS) or electronic commu-
nication with user based on signaling or audiovisual device linked 
to an emergency center.  

b. Emergency help using a communication technology. Emergency 
help provided mainly as social advisory to a physical person using 
telecommunication service to person who is in a critical social situ-
ation or in other risky life situation, which is not able to solve by 
own. 

2. Local small centers have been built in the last few years by the charitable or 
nongovernmental organizations. They use a kind of telephone with emergen-
cy button and a special bracelet. Telephone has a sensitive microphone and 
user can communicate with emergency 24-hour available center, link to Red 
Cross emergency service, or with a carer/relatives. The second model is 
more frequent.  

3. Centralized approaches are used for systems implemented by the regional 
nongovernmental offices. Only 3 of total 8 self governmental offices have 
built a social calling centre and offer social emergency service to seniors. 
They work independently, and don’t cooperate mutually. Experienced cen-
ters try to initiate one common system in Slovakia.  

4. Mainstream ICT services enlargement. Providers of telecommunication ser-
vices in Slovakia don’t offer yet mainstream services that might be used by 
seniors and persons with disabilities for the social service as defined by the 
law. There are some first attempts, which will be described later. 
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RG through a predefined protocol. We have used UCH which is based on http and 
socket communication. All the sensors and actuators are connected directly to RG, 
where the hardware layer is due to the usage of OSGi4AMI interfaces hidden to re-
maining system. 

Therefore, hardware implementation of the sensors and actuators is transparent to 
the services and they appear in the system as software objects with predefined me-
thods and functionality, which is expected to be implemented by all drivers’ vendors. 

The Residential Gateway (RG) used in MonAMI platform consists of 4 main parts: 

• Felix Framework (OSGi) 
• Communication to external entities: COM 
• Technical services 
• Functional services 

Each of this main part is divided into elements representing services, drivers, libraries, 
external components etc.  

OSGi4AMI. The main benefit of OSGi platform is modularity in Java programming 
language, which allows applications to be created from small, reusable and interoper-
able components. Each component, called bundle has its own life cycle (installed, 
started, updated, stopped, and uninstalled). A transition from one state to another is 
done without the need to restart the whole system. This significantly improved the 
development phase, where different sites were providing different application compo-
nents and the whole implementation process was done in parallel.  

OSGi4AMI represents a reference point for all developers of the MonAMI system. 
It is a common interface framework developed as an open source technology availa-
ble at SourceForge[4], which enables through provided ontology the interaction be-
tween MonAMI Framework modules[5]. This ontology defines the concepts used by 
MonAMI software modules of RG. The mechanism of the OSGi services layer 
enables registration, searching and notification functionality of new implemented 
services. 

UCH (Universal Control Hub) and User Interface.The Universal Control Hub 
(UCH) used as component of the MonAMI architecture was developed within the 
scope of the EU FP6 project i2home. The architecture of this UCH is conforming to 
the Universal Control Hub Specification [UCH] as provided by the Universal Remote 
Console Consortium (URCC). Conceptually, the UCH implements a profiling of the 
Universal Remote Console (URC) technology as specified by ISO/IEC 24752 [6] and 
acts as a middleware between controllers and targets. The UCH server acts as a gate-
way between applications running the RG and the User Interfaces (UI).The HTML-
based User Interface the front-end of MonAMI platform consists of 3 different UI 
parts with specific dedications to Beneficiary UI, Carer UI, and finally Developer UI, 
which is auto generated standard Webclientdedicated to developers and testers.All 
three UIs are using a set of API functions provided by the Webclient JavaScript Li-
brary (WJSL) for communicating with the UCH. The WJSL provides the HTML – 
based binding to sockets provided by UCH.  
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Telco and Tele-Management System. Tele-Management system is a web tool that 
allows installing and uninstalling OSGi4AMI software bundles remotely to RGs.The 
Telco system provides SMS and e-mail service using the service-provider  
infrastructure. 

Devices and Services in MonAMI Platform. The devices are the common represen-
tations of the physical devices virtually connected to the RG. They encapsulate the 
real device operation, and expose members related to its functionalities. Devices in 
MonAMI platform are basically organized into: 

• Sensors – devices able to sense physical magnitudes (temperature, presence,  
humidity, etc.) 

• Actuators – devices able to change status of physical simple apparatus (switching 
on/off, open binds, etc.) 

The services used in MonAMI platform can be modified and upgraded easily because 
of OSGi4AMI modularity so they are fully adaptable. They operate above devices’ 
layer, recruit existing ones, combine each other and provide high level information to 
the RG. Services can use other services to offer enlarged functionalities. MonAMI 
offers an alternative for common and open platform for AAL solutions looking in 
large scale implementation of new social services. It is a part of AALOI open initia-
tive sources [10]. 

The scalability of MonAMI platform and OSGi4AMI interfaces allows to develop 
own services adjusted for particular user needs. For example, there were developed 
components as: new user interface highly oriented on a touch screen with big sized 
buttons, using intuitive PCS symbols and/or pictures. 

Services provided in MonAMI platform are focused on three categories -
monitoring where beneficiaries and carers are able to monitor different values locally 
and remotely by UIs; remote control used mainly by beneficiaries to turn lights or 
appliances on/off; an alarm notification covering services of various types of alarms 
which are triggered by disallowed situations. 

3.2 MonAMI Services Trials in Kosice city  

Developed services in MonAMI project were tested for four months in 20 households 
of seniors (65+) living alone in Kosice city. Two of the participants hired formal car-
ers; other 18 were linked to relatives, mostly their children. Four of them lived with 
the working relatives.Main tested services were: 

• Gas and Smoke SURE services– monitoring level of gas or smoke; if it has been 
detected, alert is sent, 

• App SURE – if the user has forgotten to switch off an electric device and this de-
vice is in usage for more than a predefined time or energy spent, device is switched 
off, 

• Temp SURE – sends an alert if temperature is lower or higher than a predefined 
threshold for a longer time, 
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• Zone SURE – if the system recognizes (or do not recognizes) a user activity during 
a predefined time in predefined area and it should not be (should be) recognized, 
responsible person is informed about situation. 

During 3 months period, the data about house status and users activities from each 
household were receiving automatically by service logs flow.Users were contacting 3 
times for giving requested feedback. Results were positive regarding technology re-
liability and service quality[8, 9]. Majority of users is still using installed technology 
2 yearssince testing was finished. New installations of the social system in Košice city 
are connected to the City emergency center and run by the Municipality since 2012. 

We used questionnaires to evaluate users and their carers’ satisfaction with tested 
services. They provided useful and effective feedback to researchers and developers 
in the content of user acceptance, service accessibility and usability. Among the most 
positively evaluated services belongs Zone SURE, which recognizes that people enter 
a room/area in improper time or that people haven't entered a room/area when they 
are expected to. Another highly appreciated service was Connect SURE, which con-
nects the user to carer through CareIP to be able to evaluate and recognize a critical 
situation.  

Seniors’self-confidence aroundpossible risks of falling or insecurityraisedafterMo-
nAMI system was installed. Tested services weredeclared very helpful in increasing 
the confidence by14 out of 20 participants (70%);4 of themassigned services mod-
erately helpful and only 2as unhelpful. As an example, there was a case when a user 
with very low mobility was courageous enough to go out on the balcony and work 
again on seeding and maintaining flowers even when being alone at home due to her-
self-confidence increased by the MonAMI system[8].  

Municipality of Kosice city accepted our basic model of the social service as a part 
of city social services development. Based on our ideas and activities, they estab-
lished 24-hours working call center for social service and they offer also some finan-
cial support for those users who fulfill criteria to get it.  

3.3 Some Rural Developments of Social Services for Seniors 

As there is no centralizedor local mainstream system in Slovakia so far, there were 
several attempts to transfer ICT technology from other countries systems to Slovak 
rural conditions. Mostly they were based on initiative of the charitable and NGO or-
ganizations. Local small communities use technology like Caretech, Medcare, NEO 
based on simple service using special communication units and wearable alarm device 
(bracelet, necklace) for communication with their carers. 

Number of seniors using any social ICT service in Slovakia in May 2011,when 
testing of MonAMI services was running, counted in total 161 users in 8 centres; 
BanskaBystrica – 20, Nitra – 30, StaraLubovna – 35, Poprad – 30, Presov – 10, Ko-
sice municipality – 21, MonAMI Kosice – 20.Numbers are increasing due to the in-
volvement of municipalities from more cities. 
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3.4 Discussion and Further Development Plans 

Following the qualitative data obtained during the trials and interviews we collected 
new ideasfor the further development of the MonAMIplatform. Services should be 
provided with the voice outputs signalization on the user interface for user’s notifica-
tion about alarm situation.Increase the quality of social games available on the user 
interface.Provide adjustable accessto the web sites dedicated to elderly directly from 
the user interface.Add remote door control and video door-keeper,enable using nomad 
ICT technologies as a user interface, tele-health services, fall detectionand support of 
seniors outside of their home. 

One critical argument of users and companies on market dealing with home auto-
mation and social ICT based services is acceptable price. This was our main goal in 
cooperation with anSME company that is developing, producing and installing their 
products for domotic automation in Slovak households. The goal is to integrate Mo-
nAMI services platform within PontechE-con technology to be able to offer an  
acceptable, modern and innovative system. 

 

Fig. 2. E-con architecture 
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